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Abstract Although the effects of magnetic reconnection in magnetospheres can be observed at
planetary scales, reconnection is initiated at electron scales in a plasma. Surrounding the electron diffusion
region, there is an Ion-Decoupling Region (IDR) of the size of the ion length scales (inertial length
and gyroradius). Reconnection at the Earth’s magnetopause often includes cold magnetospheric (few tens
of eV), hot magnetospheric (10 keV), and magnetosheath (1 keV) ions, with different gyroradius length
scales. We report observations of a subregion inside the IDR of the size of the cold ion population gyroradius
(∼15 km) where the cold ions are demagnetized and accelerated parallel to the Hall electric field. Outside
the subregion, cold ions follow the E × B motion together with electrons, while hot ions are demagnetized.
We observe a sharp cold ion density gradient separating the two regions, which we identify as the cold
and hot IDRs.

1. Introduction

Magnetic reconnection is a process that connects previously separated plasma regimes, permitting them
to exchange mass and energy, while converting large amounts of magnetic energy into kinetic energy. Its
effects can be observed at the largest scales of the system (e.g., magnetospheres), although it initiates at the
electron scales of the plasma. At these scales, in the so-called Electron Diffusion Region (EDR), the plasma is
believed to become diffusive and magnetic field lines reconfigure, changing their magnetic field topology
[Burch et al., 2016].

Due to their larger mass, the ion characteristic length scale (i.e., inertial length and gyroradius) is larger than
that of electrons. Below the ion scale, ions decouple from electrons and the Magnetohydrodynamics formal-
ism is no longer valid. A two-fluid description is then more appropriate to describe their dynamics. From
the stationary electron momentum equation, neglecting the inertial term, one can derive the generalized
Ohm’s law:

E + vi × B = 1
en

j × B − 1
en

∇ ⋅ Pe, (1)

where E and B correspond to the electric and magnetic fields, vi to the ion bulk velocity, j to the current, n to
the number density, e to the electron charge, and Pe the electron pressure. The left-hand side of the equation
corresponds to the ion frozen-in condition. The terms on the right-hand side account for the two-fluid effects,
and they are important inside structures smaller than the ion length scale.
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When reconnection occurs, the frozen-in condition is broken in several regions: inside the EDR, around the
EDR in a region commonly named Ion-Decoupling Region (IDR), in the separatrices, or inside the exhausts
[e.g., Pritchett, 2008]. In these regions, owing to the decoupled ion and electron motions, large currents are
set up, together with Hall magnetic fields [Pritchett and Mozer, 2009].

Cold ions (up to few tens of eV) often reach the dayside magnetopause [e.g., Sauvaud et al., 2001; André and
Cully, 2012; Lee et al., 2016; Chandler and Moore, 2003; Chen and Moore, 2006] and participate in reconnection
[e.g., Chandler et al., 1999; Chen and Moore, 2004]. They belong to the plasma cloak, plasmaspheric wind, or
plasmaspheric drainage plumes [e.g., Chappell et al., 2008; Darrouzet et al., 2008]. They can be very dense and
usually contain heavy ions [Darrouzet et al., 2009]. Therefore, they mass load the plasma and the associated
Alfvén velocity and reconnection rate are reduced [Cassak and Shay, 2007; Borovsky et al., 2008; Walsh et al.,
2013, 2014; Wang et al., 2015; Fuselier et al., 2016].

In addition to the mass-loading effect, the magnetospheric cold ion gyroradius is about 1 order of magnitude
smaller than that of the magnetospheric hot ions. Consequently, the cold population can remain magnetized
inside structures of size comparable to the hot ion gyroradius [André et al., 2010], reducing the Hall currents
carried by electrons, as observed in the separatrices of magnetic reconnection [Toledo-Redondo et al., 2015].

In this work, we present observations with unprecedented resolution made by the Magnetospheric Multiscale
(MMS) mission [Burch et al., 2015] of the IDR of magnetic reconnection in the subsolar magnetopause under
the presence of cold ions. We can resolve, for the first time, physics occurring at the cold ion length scale.
Close to the X-line, inside the IDR, we identify a subregion of large Hall E field (30 mV/m, normal to the mag-
netopause) and size comparable to the cold ion gyroradius (∼15 km) where the cold ions are demagnetized
and accelerated parallel to E, as opposed to the observations in the separatrix and the IDR where the cold
ions follow E × B motion. The MMS tetrahedron configuration allowed us to identify a sharp cold ion density
gradient separating the two regions: the hot and cold IDRs. This work presents evidence of a multilayered IDR
owing to the presence of ion populations with different temperature.

2. Event Overview

The MMS mission is composed of four spacecraft, equipped with an identical suite of plasma instrumentation.
The mission was launched in March 2015 with the aim of studying the microphysics of magnetic reconnection.
Owing to their high-resolution measurements in conjunction with an interspacecraft separation of the order
of 10 km, the smallest kinetic scales of magnetic reconnection can be resolved, including electron and cold
ion scales, for the first time.

On 22 October 2015 at around 06:05 UTC, MMS crossed the dayside magnetopause at [9.63, 3.98, −0.32] Re

(Earth radii) in Geocentric Solar Ecliptic (GSE) coordinates (Figure 1a). Figure 1b shows the asymmetric recon-
nection topology in a particle-in-cell simulation, where the normal electric field (En) is color coded. Details of
the simulation can be found in the supporting information of Lavraud et al. [2016]. The approximate trajectory
of MMS is plotted on top. The first crossing, label 1, corresponds to a separatrix crossing from the magneto-
sphere into the southward jet. Between the two jets, i.e., in the region between the labels 2 and 3, there is
another region where a mixture of magnetospheric and magnetosheath populations can be found. Inside this
region, ions are decoupled from the electron motion, as we discuss later.

The four spacecraft are in a tetrahedron configuration with average separation ∼15 km (Figure 1c).
Figures 1d–1h correspond to MMS4 observations. MMS1–3 show nearly identical measurements at the time
scale of this plot (1 min). During the crossing, the interplanetary magnetic field was southward, and the cross-
ing is seen by MMS as a rotation of Bz , recorded by the Flux Gate Magnetometer (FGM) [Russell et al., 2016]
(Figure 1d). The Fast Plasma Instrument (FPI) [Pollock et al., 2016] measures the 3-D ion and electron distri-
bution functions at 150 ms and 30 ms cadence, respectively. The electron and ion number densities (ni , ne)
observed by FPI are plotted in Figure 1e. The sheath and exhaust densities fluctuate between 15 and 25 cm−3.
In the magnetosphere, the presence of cold ions (Figure 1g) and electrons (Figure 1h) makes it difficult to mea-
sure the total density. The spacecraft potential (Vsc) prevents cold ions from reaching the detector. In addition,
cold electrons may be difficult to separate from photoelectrons. Vsc remained low during the entire interval
of Figure 1 (Vsc < 8 V). By comparing Figures 1e and 1g, it is concluded that a hidden cold ion population
was present during the interval 06:04:50 UTC–06:05:00 UTC. For that interval, ne is a more reliable measure
of the total plasma density, 4–5 cm−3, where ∼0.4 cm−3 corresponds to hot ions and the rest to cold ions.
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Figure 1. Overview of the 22 October 2015–06:05 UTC magnetopause crossing (MMS4). (a) Spacecraft position
in the ecliptic plane. (b) 2D-PIC simulation of asymmetric reconnection. The normal (Hall) electric field is color coded.
The approximate trajectory of MMS is plotted on top. (c) Tetrahedron configuration of the MMS spacecraft (∼15 km
separation). (d) Magnetic field in GSE coordinates. (e) Ion (black) and electron (blue) number densities. (f ) Bulk velocity
of the plasma in GSE coordinates. (g) Ion differential energy flux in keV cm−2 s−1 sr−1 keV−1. (h) Electron differential
energy flux in keV cm−2 s−1 sr−1 keV−1.

At 06:05:02 UTC the cold ions become visible to FPI (due to larger E × B motion) and the two density esti-
mations then roughly agree. In Figure 1f, the bulk ion velocity measured by FPI is shown in GSE coordinates.
Two jets can be observed during the interval; the first is oriented along −Z and the second along +Z, with
velocities of the order of 150 km/s. This value is roughly consistent with the hybrid Alfvén velocity intro-
duced by Cassak and Shay [2007] for asymmetric reconnection (157 km/s taking Bms = 50 nT, Bsh = 20 nT,
nms = 5 cm−3, and nsh =25 cm−3). In addition, the magnetosheath ions show+Y and−X velocity components,
∼100 and −50 km/s, respectively, consistent with the expected magnetosheath flow at the spacecraft loca-
tion (Figure 1a). By looking at the omnidirectional ion differential Energy Flux (dEF) distributions (Figure 1g)
measured by FPI, the three ion populations can be distinguished: sheath ions (∼1 keV), magnetospheric cold
(below 100 eV) and magnetospheric hot (∼10 keV) ions. Figure 1h shows the omnidirectional electron differ-
ential energy flux. On the magnetospheric side a cold electron population can be observed (below 25 eV).
They are well above the spacecraft potential (Vsc < 8 V) so it is unlikely that they correspond to spacecraft
photoelectrons. Magnetospheric hot electrons can be observed with energies ∼3 keV, and the sheath elec-
trons have ∼100 eV energy. The electron edge (i.e., first observation of sheath electron population) indicating
the first reconnected line crossing observed at 06:05:02 UTC.

3. Generalized Ohm’s Law Inside the Ion-Decoupling Regions

In this section, we compare the observations of the first separatrix crossing (06:05:02 UTC–06:05:06 UTC) and
the IDR near the X-line (06:05:16 UTC–06:05:22 UTC). We estimate the Ohm’s law terms and find that they
balance each other within an error of less than 2 mV/m.

Figure 2 shows a summary of MMS4 observations of the first separatrix crossing (06:05:00 UTC–06:05:07 UTC),
marked in yellow in Figure 1. Initially, MMS4 is in the magnetosphere and crosses into the southward jet.
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Figure 2. Detail of MMS4 separatrix crossing. (a) Magnetic field in LMN coordinates. (b) N component of the left-hand
side terms of equation (1). E field is obtained from SDP (Esdp, black) and from electron motion assuming E = −ve × B
(Efpi, blue). (c) N component of the right-hand side terms of equation (1). The current is obtained from FPI (jfpi, black)
and from curlometer (jcurl, blue). The estimation of left-hand side terms (N component) of equation (1) is plotted in
green for comparison. (d) Ion differential energy flux in keV cm−2 s−1 sr−1 keV−1. (e) Electron differential energy flux in
keV cm−2 s−1 sr−1 keV−1. (f–i) Projections of ion differential energy flux in the perpendicular plane at different times
during the crossing. The parameter v1 is closest to N and v2 is roughly −M. The electron bulk velocity is plotted using
blue circles. B0 is the average magnetic field for the FPI interval (150 ms), obtained from FGM. The E0 direction is
obtained from the average electron bulk velocity in the interval (150 ms) assuming E0 = −ve0 × B0.

Minimum variance analysis has been applied to the magnetic field rotation to obtain the normal direction (N) of
the magnetopause. L is close to Z GSE, and M closes the system (L = [0.13, 0.22, 0.97], M = [0.21,−0.96, 0.19],
and N = [0.97, 0.17,−0.17]). The magnetic field in LMN coordinates is given in Figure 2a. We concentrate on
the N component of the Ohm’s law (equation (1)), i.e., the Hall electric field (En) and the terms balancing it
(Figure 1b). The N component of the term E+ vi ×B is plotted in Figure 2b. The parameter vi is obtained from
FPI and B from FGM. The electric field is obtained in two ways (Esdp and Efpi): measured by the Spin-plane
Double Probes (SDP, black) [Lindqvist et al., 2014] and assuming E ⋅ B = 0 (Esdp), and from the electron bulk
velocity (ve) by assuming E =−ve × B (blue), where ve is obtained from FPI (Efpi). The two curves do not
agree while MMS4 is in the magnetosphere (tenuous plasma with cold ions, shadowed in gray). Our inter-
pretation is that SDP were affected by a cold ion wake [Engwall et al., 2006; Toledo-Redondo et al., 2016].
After 06:05:04.9 UTC, cold ions are heated and magnetosheath ions dominate the mass density, so a cold
ion wake is not expected anymore, and Esdp ≃ Efpi. A layer of large En is observed between 06:05:04.25 UTC
and 06:05:06.5 UTC (L1), corresponding to a width of ∼180 km, i.e., roughly 18 times the cold ion gyroradius
(rci ≃ 10 km taking ∕B∕ = 60 nT and Tci ≃ 15 eV). The width of L1 is inferred from the magnetopause velocity,
vMP ≃ −80 km/s in the N direction, obtained by timing the B rotation observed by the four spacecraft
[Russell et al., 1983]. The right-hand side terms of equation (1) are plotted in Figure 2c. The current j is esti-
mated in two ways: directly from FPI on MMS4 by using j = ene(vi − ve) (black) and from the curlometer
technique [Dunlop et al., 1988] by using B field measurements on the four spacecraft (j = ∇×B∕𝜇0, blue curve).
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Figure 3. Detail of MMS decoupling region crossing near the X-line. (a) Magnetic field in LMN coordinates. (b) N
component of the left-hand side terms of equation (1). E field is obtained from SDP (Esdp, black) and from electron
motion assuming E = −ve × B (Efpi, blue). (c) N component of the right-hand side terms of equation (1). The current is
obtained from FPI (jfpi, black) and from curlometer (jcurl, blue). The estimation of left-hand side terms (N component) of
equation (1) is plotted in green for comparison. (d) Ion differential energy flux in keV cm−2 s−1 sr−1 keV−1. (e–k)
Projections of ion differential energy flux in the perpendicular plane at different times during the crossing. The
parameter v1 is closest to N and v2 is roughly −M. The electron bulk velocity is plotted using blue circles. B0 is the
average magnetic field for the FPI interval (150 ms), obtained from FGM. The E0 direction is obtained from the average
electron bulk velocity in the interval (150 ms) assuming E0 = −ve0 × B0.

The two estimations of j × B∕en agree, although the curlometer technique is not capable of resolving scales
below the spacecraft separation (15 km). The density used for the calculation corresponds to ne. The esti-
mation of −(∇ ⋅ Pe)∕en (red) is always below 2 mV/m, although our calculation cannot resolve variations
at length scales below the spacecraft separation (∼15 km). Pe corresponds to the electron pressure tensor
and it is obtained from FPI moments. The divergence is inferred from the four spacecraft measurements of
Pe, and ne is used to obtain −(∇ ⋅ Pe)∕en. The contribution of −(∇ ⋅ Pe)∕en is small and anticorrelated when
compared to the contribution of j × B∕en, consistent with the findings in Henderson et al. [2006]. Figure 2c
shows that Esdp + vi × B ≃ j × B∕en outside the region affected by a cold ion wake (green and black curves
outside the gray-shadowed region). The Figure 2d (Figure 2e) correspond to the ion (electron) dEF of the
interval. The cold ions gain energy in the region of large En owing to E × B motion and then mix with the
sheath ions. At 06:05:02.5 UTC the electron edge of the separatrix region is crossed (Figure 2e), and the cold
ion population is slightly heated (6–8 eV). Figures 2f–2i correspond to differential energy flux for ions in the
plane perpendicular to B. v1 is perpendicular to B and close to N and v2 closes the system (roughly −M). The
electron bulk velocity is indicated using blue circles. The cold ion population remains magnetized together
with electrons during the entire separatrix crossing, including inside the region of enhanced En (Figure 2i)
where hot ions are demagnetized, as indicated by the large j × B∕en. This cold ion behavior can be observed
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Figure 4. MMS crossing of the cold IDR, 06:05:21.0 UTC–06:05:21.5 UTC. (a) Density of electrons (black), ions (gray),
hot ions (red) and cold ions (dark blue), En (cyan), and spacecraft potential (Vsc) as a function of N position (roughly
GSE X). Each MMS spacecraft provides one measurement integrated in the interval 06:05:21.0 UTC–06:05:21.5 UTC.
(b, c) Position of the four MMS spacecraft in the NL and NM planes. (d–o) Projections of ion differential energy flux in
keV cm−2 s−1 sr−1 keV−1 in the perpendicular plane for the four satellites (columns) and three consecutive times (rows).
v1 is as closest to GSE X and v2 closes the system. The electron bulk velocity is plotted using blue circles. B0 is the
average magnetic field for each interval (0.15 s), obtained from FGM. The E0 direction is obtained from the average
electron bulk velocity in the interval (0.15 s) assuming E0 = −ve0 × B0.

during the entire interval at all four spacecraft and shows a partial ion demagnetization inside L1: hot ions
are demagnetized, cold ions and electrons are magnetized.

The N velocity component (inflow velocity) of the cold ions is roughly −65 km/s in the spacecraft frame, i.e.,
+15 km/s in the magnetopause frame (vMP ≃ −80 km/s), corresponding roughly to 0.1 times the jet velocity.
Measuring a finite inflow velocity confirms that reconnection is ongoing.

Figure 3 corresponds to the interval when MMS was close to the X-line (∼06:05:16 UTC–06:05:22 UTC),
since it observes a jet reversal (see Figure 1) and the magnetopause motion is determined to be small,
∕vMP∕ < 30 km/s. The B field in LMN coordinates is shown in Figure 3a, and it mainly corresponds to the mag-
netospheric B. Bm shows a signature at ∼06:05.21.5 UTC consistent with the bipolar Hall B field. The left-hand
side term of equation (1) is presented in Figure 3b. The electric field is obtained from SDP (black) and FPI
(blue), in the same way as for Figure 2b. Their agreement indicates that electrons are magnetized and follow
E × B motion. In Figure 3c the right-hand side terms of equation (1) are shown, i.e., j × B∕en (blue, black) and
−(∇ ⋅Pe)∕en (red), and compared to Esdp +vi ×B (green). The parameter j is obtained from FPI (black) and cur-
lometer (blue), see comments to Figure 2c. The −(∇ ⋅ Pe)∕en term is less than 2 mV/m in our calculation from
four spacecraft, and its contribution to the electric field is anticorrelated with the Hall term (see comments to
Figure 2).

During the interval 06:05:18 UTC–06:05:21 UTC, j × B∕en term is larger than 5 mV/m, hot ions are demagne-
tized while cold ions and electrons remain magnetized (Figures 3e–3h), so we conclude that MMS4 is inside a
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hot IDR. Two layers (L2, L3) of large En are crossed: at 06:05:16.75 UTC and 06:05:21.5 UTC. Inside L2 FPI did not
detect cold ions (Figure 3d), and therefore, we concentrate on L3. Its length scale, L3 ≃ 15 km (vMP ≃ 30 km/s),
is smaller than for the previous separatrix crossing reported in Figure 2 (L1 ≃180 km). The size of L3 is on the
order of the cold ion gyroradius (L3 ≃ rci = 15 km, taking ∕B∕ = 40 nT and Tci = 20 eV). Inside the layer at
06:05:21.4 UTC, cold ions stop following the E×B motion and are accelerated parallel to E (Figures 3i–3k). The
interface between the hot IDR and the cold IDR (L3) occurs at 06:05:21.35 UT (large increase of the E field mea-
sured by SDP), consistent with Figure 3i (FPI measurement in the interval 06:05:21.316 UT–06:05:21.466 UT)
where a mixture of E × B drifting cold ions and accelerated parallel to E cold ions is observed. The same cold
ion behavior is observed by MMS1–3 inside the large En layer (L3), where only electrons remain magnetized
and follow E × B.

Inside L3, the E field becomes large, so the cold ion population has larger energy and can be detected by FPI.
The spacecraft separation was on the order of the cold ion gyroradius, so this length scale can be resolved.
We present detailed plots of the interval 06:05:21.0 UTC–06:05:21.5 UTC for the four spacecraft in Figure 4.
The electron (dashed black) and ion (dashed gray) number densities as a function of N, shown in Figure 4a,
are roughly in agreement, indicating that there is no large hidden cold ion population during that interval.
The hot ion (above 100 eV) number density is obtained from a partial moment calculation and plotted in red.
The cold ion density (dark blue) corresponds to a partial moments calculation considering energies below
100 eV, and only a portion of the sky map, to avoid contamination from magnetosheath ions (see Figure
S1 in the supporting information for a detailed description). A large cold ion density gradient (4–5 cm−3 in
10–15 km) is observed between MMS3–4 (inside L3) and MMS1–2 (outside L3). Figures 4b–4c show the rel-
ative positions in the NL and NM planes. Finally, we calculate the ion distributions (dEF) in the perpendicular
velocity plane for the four spacecraft (columns) and for the three FPI data points inside the interval (rows),
Figures 4d–4o. MMS1–2, i.e., Figures 4f, 4g, 4j, 4k, 4n, and 4o, observe magnetized cold ions outside L3, except
in Figure 4g where the average E×B velocity is close to zero (blue circle) and therefore the obtained E×B direc-
tion is not reliable. On the other hand, MMS3–4, i.e., Figures 4d, 4e, 4h, 4i, 4l, and 4m, are inside L3 (see En in
Figure 4a) and observe cold ions accelerated parallel to E. These are the first observations, to our knowledge,
of cold ion demagnetization inside a structure below the cold ion length scale.

The Hot Plasma Composition Analyzer (HPCA) [Young et al., 2014] onboard MMS resolves the different masses
of the ion populations in the energy range∼1 eV–40 keV and covers the full sky every 10 s. HPCA (MMS4) mea-
sured a cold (i.e., below 100 eV) He+ number density of∼0.35 cm−3 during the interval 06:04:32 UTC–06:05:02
UTC (i.e., the magnetospheric side of crossing 1, see Figure S2 in the supporting information). HPCA on
MMS1–3 measured similar quantities. From Figure 1e we estimate that the total number density in the
magnetosphere is ∼5 cm−3, so He+ represents ∼23% of the ion mass density.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

During the interval studied, MMS crossed three narrow layers of large En (L1 –L3). Inside L2 there are few cold
ion counts and we cannot determine their behavior. L2 apparently was near the magnetosheath side where
cold ions may be less abundant. L1 is located far from the X-line and corresponds to a layer of size L1 ≃ 180 km,
much larger than the magnetospheric cold ion population gyroradius (rci ≃ 10 km). The cold ions remain
magnetized inside the region together with electrons, as opposed to hot ions which are demagnetized, reduc-
ing the Hall currents carried by electrons and being responsible for part of the E field balance via −vi × B
[Toledo-Redondo et al., 2015]. On the other hand, L3 is located close to the X-line between a jet reversal, and
L3 ≃ 15 km, similar to the cold ion gyroradius. Inside L3 we directly observe cold ions accelerating parallel to
E, and therefore only electrons remain magnetized inside this narrow layer. Between the L2 and L3 crossings
MMS was in a region where hot ions are demagnetized and cold ions magnetized (hot IDR). We cannot deter-
mine its size because MMS did not entirely cross the layer. The En field in this intermediate region was less
than half of the En field of the cold IDR (L3). A sharp (∼0.5 cm−3 km−1) cold ion density gradient separates the
two regions, suggesting that cold ions are rapidly heated inside the cold IDR.

The measurements indicate that ∼23% of the ion mass density correspond to He+, consistent with the
findings in Fuselier et al. [2016]. The gyroradius of H+ and He+ differ by a factor of 2 so He+ is expected to
demagnetize at larger scales. This effect should be more evident for a cold ion population with significant O+

[Markidis et al., 2011].
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Magnetic reconnection generates large E fields and waves that heat the cold ions, modifying their gyrora-
dius length scale [Toledo-Redondo et al., 2016]. The cold ion heating modifies the microphysics arising at the
cold ion length scale and eventually both processes may reach an equilibrium situation. Future simulations
including cold ions will help us in understanding the large-scale implications of multiple ion temperatures on
magnetic reconnection and the interrelation between heating and the new microphysics.

We reported, for the first time, observations of a subregion (cold IDR) of the size of the cold ion gyroradius
embedded inside the (hot) IDR. We conclude that a multilayered IDR must be considered when different tem-
perature ion populations are present in magnetic reconnection. The associated currents, electric fields, and
ion-heating mechanisms differ on each region. In closing, we note that multiple ion temperatures should be
a common scenario in many astrophysical plasmas.
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